A HIGH-STAKES FINANCIAL INDUSTRY CALLS FOR A HIGHLY CAPABLE DEVICE

Complete complex financial workflows faster and easier on the Microsoft® Surface® Pro 4 compared to the Apple® iPad Pro®.

COMPLETE MULTI-APP PROCESSES ON A SINGLE DEVICE

Financial services workers execute tasks faster and with fewer steps on the Microsoft® Surface® Pro 4 compared to the Apple® iPad Pro®:

- **76%** less time to generate and update a report in Microsoft® Power BI®
- **57%** less time to prepare a presentation using multiple apps

Connect to multiple monitors or screens
Work in customer-relationship-management (CRM) tools and productivity apps side-by-side
Stream live data feeds in the background

FASTER CALCULATIONS ACCELERATE ANALYTICS AND DECISION MAKING

Financial-services workers can visualize, organize, and correlate data faster on the Microsoft® Surface® Pro 4 than on the Apple® iPad Pro®:

- **58%** faster to turn data into an image or graph
- **3x** faster to run complex queries in Microsoft® Excel®

BROADER OPTIONS SUPPORT MORE FINANCIAL-SERVICES ROLES

Compared to the Apple® iPad Pro®, the Microsoft® Surface® Pro 4 provides wealth-management professionals, retail bankers, financial advisors, and other financial-services workers with:

- Performance, storage, and memory options
- App capabilities and features
- User-interface (UI) options
- Ergonomic-conscious features and components

A DEVICE TO MEET INDUSTRY DEMAND
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INVEST IN FINANCIAL-SERVICES WORKERS WITH THE MICROSOFT® SURFACE® PRO 4

Read the full report: www.prowesscorp.com/financialservicesdevicecomparison